
ANNOUNCEMENTS 

ginning with the current edition, Pennsylvania History will run 

announcements section in the back-matter of each issue. If you 

have a professional announcement pertinent to the readers of 

Pennsylvania History, please submit it electronically in MS Word 

format to the Editor by the following deadlines: Spring issue, 

November 15, Summer issue, February 15, Fall issue, May 15, 

and Winter issue, August 15. Announcements are to be related 

to opportunities in our our profession, ie., meetings and confer 

ences, calls for papers, grants, fellowships, and the like. The 

Editor reserves the right to accept, reject, and edit the announce 

ments. Please submit announcements to pnewman@pitt.edu. 

EXPLORING PENNSYLVANIA'S NATIVE 
AMERICAN HERITAGE 

Archeologists, historians, and others will meet at The State 

Museum of Pennsylvania in Harrisburg for a one-day conference 

entitled "Exploring Pennsylvania's Native American Heritage" on 

PENNSYLVANIA HISTORY: A JOURNAL OF MID-ATLANTIC STUDIES, VOL. 73, NO. 4, 2006. 
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PENNSYLVANIA HISTDRY 

October 14, 2006. Daniel Richter, author of Native American's Pennsylvania 
will provide the keynote address, and a host of speakers, including a number 

of Native Americans, will address an assortment of topics ranging from pre 
historical and historical matters to the care of museum collections and the 

teaching of Indian history. The conference will also feature the exhibition of 

private collections, demonstrations of Native American tool manufacture, and 

tours of State Museum galleries and storage facilities. The conference is spon 
sored by the Mid-Atlantic American Studies Association, the Pennsylvania 

Archeological Council, the Pennsylvania Federation of Museums and 

Historical Organizations, the Pennsylvania Historical Association, the Society 
for Pennsylvania Archeology, and The State Museum of Pennsylvania. For 

information, contact Robert Weible at (717) 783 9867; rweible@state.pa.us. 

CIVIL WAR RECORDS PRESERVATION PROJECT, 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE ARCHIVES 

On February 8, 2006, the Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission 

(PHMC) and the Pennsylvania Heritage Society (PHS), a non-profit organi 

zation, announced a $1.1 million dollar three-year project to save a deterio 

rating group of historical Muster-Out Rolls listing soldiers from 

Pennsylvania Regiments during the Civil War. The total is a combination of 

a federal Save America's Treasures Grant ($375,000) and a match from the 

state's General Assembly ($675,000). The SAT grant is the largest ever given 
for document preservation since the program began in 1999. 

The Muster-Out Rolls, housed at the Pennsylvania State Archives in 

Harrisburg, are the official government records for each of the approximately 

362,000 soldiers who comprised the 215 regiments, battalions, Colored 
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Troops, Veterans Reserves, Militia, etc., raised by Pennsylvania, 1861-1865. 
These 2,500 documents are of incalculable value, as they are a collective record 

the Commonwealths role in the most seminal event in our Nation's history, 
and are the official "snapshot" of each regiment, company, and individual sol 

der at the moment of discharge, offering detailed information on name, home 

town, military engagements, and final status. The simple entries are poignant, 

putting a human face to war: General Strong Vincent's death is officially 
recorded here, "Died July 8th 1863 of wound received July 2 1863 Battle of 

Gettysburg, PA. Made Brig. Gen'l;" the Third U.S. Colored Troops' casualties 

at Ft. Wagner, South Carolina, are listed; and the Irish of the 116th who saw 

heavy action at Fredericksburg are recorded, many as prisoners at Salisbury and 

Andersonville, The rolls were also updated well into the 1890s by the State 

Adjutant General's office, making the information more accurate than that 

found in Bates' History of the Pennsylvania Volunteers and the rolls at the 

National Archives. This is exciting, authoritative data for those who study, or 

had an ancestor in, the Civil War. 

The Muster-Out Rolls average 31" X 45" and are severely deteriorated from 

overuse during the last 145 years, becoming dirty, warped, and badly torn. Old 

attempts to repair tears with pressure sensitive mending tapes have resulted in 

information covered up or badly stained. They cannot be accessed by 
researchers or reproduced easily in this condition. Professional conservators will 

flatten, clean, remove tape, repair, and place each into acid-free containers. The 

project will run through 2008, and a second project is planned for 2008-2010 

to scan and place digitized copies of the Muster-Out Rolls on the World Wide 

Web for researchers in time for the Sesquicentennial of the Civil War. 

This grant will save only 2500 Muster-Out Rolls. There are many, many 
more records for each regiment: Muster-In Rolls, Casualty Lists, correspon 

dence, deserter lists, etc. in the same condition as the Muster-Out Rolls. 
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Together they total over 135 cubic feet. Donations can help treat more of 

these precious records, and help to raise funds for Phase II, scanning and plac 

ing on the Web. Round Table and Re-enactor groups are encouraged to spon 
sor fundraising to save documents for specific regiments. 

For more information and to get a speaker for your organization about the 

project, contact the Pennsylvania Heritage Society at 400 North Street, 

Harrisburg, PA 17120-0053; 717-787-2407; www.paheritage.org or Linda 

A. Ries, Project Director, Pennsylvania State Archives, 350 North Street, 

Harrisburg, PA 17120-0090; 717-787-3023; lries@state.pa.us. 

STATE MUSEUM OF PENNSYLVANIA PROGRAMMING 2006-07 

August 1 - December 31 
Violet Oakley: Studies for the Governor's Reception Room Murals 

The State Museum, 300 North Street, Harrisburg. Violet Oakley, a woman of 

exceptional talent, versatility and citizenship, was chosen to paint the 

Governor's Reception Room Murals, in the Pennsylvania Capitol. Her faith 

and dedication to the founding principles of the Commonwealth assure her 

place in any narrative of Pennsylvania's history. She was thoroughly versed in 

the life, doctrines and convictions of William Penn. Oakley was an activist 

who worked to spread Penn's teachings among an international audience. 

This exhibit consists of 13 oil paintings that were studies prepared for 

approval before creating the murals in the Governor's reception room. In 

addition, there are 3 photographs of Violet Oakley, a bronze bust of her and 
a pair of her earrings. The original oil studies were acquired by the Capital 
Preservation Committee from the Initiates of Change. They were housed at 

the Initiate's conference headquarters in Caux, Switzerland. More information 

is available online at www.statemuseumpa.org. Call (717) 787-4980. 

September 9 
? November 12, 2006 

Hubble Vision 2 

The State Museum Planetarium, 300 North Street, Harrisburg. This show 

presents the latest discoveries made by scientists via the Hubble Space 

Telescope. Explanations incorporate the objects observed and the processes 
that shape the cosmos. Public Shows: Saturdays 11 a.m., 1 and 2 p.m.; 
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Sundays i and 2 p.m. Admission charged. More information is available 

online at www.statemuseumpa.org. Call (717) 787-4980. 

September 13 
? November 26 

Fall Play Days: Imagine You're a Farmer 

The State Museum, 300 North Street, Harrisburg. Curiosity Connection has 

expanded to make room for Fall Play Days. Fall is a fun time to "Imagine 
You're a Farmer". Harvest your fruits and vegetables and sell them at market. 

Drive your prize-winning pig to the County Fair. Try milking a cow. 

Included in Curiosity Connection admission charge. More information is 

available online at www.statemuseumpa.org. Call (717) 787-4980. 

October 14, 2006 

Exploring Pennsylvania's Native American Heritage 

The State Museum of Pennsylvania, 300 North Street, Harrisburg. 

Archaeologists, historians, and others will meet at The State Museum of 

Pennsylvania in Harrisburg for a one-day conference. Daniel Richter, author 

of Native American's Pennsylvania will provide the keynote address, and a host 

of speakers, including a number of Native Americans, will address an assort 

ment of topics ranging from pre-historical and historical matters to the care 

of museum collections and the teaching of Indian history. The conference will 

also feature the exhibition of private collections, demonstrations of Native 

American tool manufacture, and tours of State Museum galleries and storage 
facilities. The conference is sponsored by the Mid-Atlantic American Studies 

Association, the Pennsylvania Archaeological Council, the Pennsylvania 
Federation of Museums and Historical Organizations, the Pennsylvania 
Historical Association, the Society for Pennsylvania Archaeology, and The 

State Museum of Pennsylvania. For information, contact Robert Weible at 

(717) 783 9867; rweible@state.pa.us. 

October 15- April 29, 2007 
Steel: Made in Pennsylvania 

The State Museum of Pennsylvania, 300 North Street, Harrisburg. This exhibit 

features digital photographs by Museum photographer Don Giles. Giles visited 

abandoned and active Pennsylvania steel mills in Bethlehem, Steelton, and 
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Ambridge in 2005 and 2006, and his extraordinary photos document a moment 

in the history of one of Pennsylvania's most important historic and contempo 

rary industries. The project is sponsored by The State Museum of Pennsylvania, 
the Society for Industrial Archeology, the Pennsylvania Federation of Museums 

and Historical Organizations, the National Museum of Industrial History, and 

the Rivers of Steel National Heritage Area. After its opening in Harrisburg, the 

exhibition will travel to both Bethlehem and Homestead in 2008. It will be 

available for travel to other venues after that. For further information, contact 

Robert Weible at (717) 783 9867; rweible@state.pa.us. 

October 27 
10th Annual Night of the Great Pumpkin 

The State Museum of Pennsylvania, 300 North Street, Harrisburg. Our popu 
lar autumn program for families . . . Kids, come in costume! Favorite activities 

include jack-o-lantern raffle, pumpkin carving demonstrations, dancing to the 

DJ., Pumpkin Patch crafts for kids, Halloween story in the Planetarium, sea 

sonal refreshments and more. Admission charged. Tickets are available in 

advance by calling (717) 772-6997. More information is available online at 
www. statemuseumpa. org. 

November 18 - March 19, 2007 
PA Craft Exhibition 

The State Museum of Pennsylvania, 300 North Street, Harrisburg. This cele 
bration of Pennsylvania crafts follow in the successful tradition of the Art of 
State, a highly competitive, juried exhibition, which has continued for nearly 
40 years at The State Museum. The new exhibition is open to state craftsmen 
of wood, ceramics, fiber, metal, paper, jewelry, glass and mixed media. This 
exhibit is presented in collaboration with Harrisburg Area Community College 
and the Pennsylvania Guild of Craftsmen. More information is available online 
at www.statemuseumpa.org. Call (717) 787-4980. 

November 18 ? January 14, 2007 
Storm Cycle: Thomas Mann and Friends 

The State Museum of Pennsylvania, 300 North Street, Harrisburg. New 
Orleans artist Thomas Mann has created Storm Cycle?an exhibition of the 
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heart?depicting his interpretation of Hurricane Katrina. Twenty, three 

dimensional panels with titles as direct as Will it Float?, Markings No. i: I 

Will Shoot Your Sorry Ass and Angel are branded both as a heartfelt aftershock 

diary and an implacable documentary of the devastated emotional and mate 

rial landscapes left behind by the hurricane. 

December 3 
? 

February 25, 2007 

Inaugural Chic: Gowns of Pennsylvania's First Ladies 

The State Museum of Pennsylvania, 300 North Street, Harrisburg. Exhibition 

features a selection of gowns worn by Pennsylvania's first ladies. The exhibi 

tion opens with the annual Friends of The State Museum Holiday Tea on 

December 3. More information is available online at www.statemuseumpa.org. 

Call (717) 787-4980. 
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CONTRIBUTORS 

Thomas j. baldino is professor of political science at Wilkes University in Wilkes 

Barre, Pennsylvania. His teaching and research have centered on American national 

and state politics, particularly legislative behavior. He spent the 2005?2006 aca 

demic year as a visiting scholar with the Legislative Office for Research Liaison, the 

non-partisan research agency of the Pennsylvania House of Representatives. 

Jennifer connerley is assistant professor of history at James Madison University 
in Harrisonburg, Virginia. Her research interests include Latter-day Saints, Funda 

mentalism, and the history of religious pacifists in the United States. 

john h. hepp, iv is an associate professor of history at Wilkes University in Wilkes 

Barre, Pennsylvania. His teaching and research center on how economic and tech 

nological change affect everyday urban life. His first book, The Middle-Class City: 
Transforming Space and Time in Philadelphia, 1876?1926, was published by the 

University of Pennsylvania Press in 2003. He is currently revising a manuscript on 

spectacles of modernity at the Centennial Exposition held in Philadelphia in 1876. 

vera blinn reber is professor of history at Shippensburg University where she 

teaches courses on Latin American and World History. Her primary research interests 

are the social history of tuberculosis and the economic history of Latin America. She 

is currently working on a book comparing the responses to tuberculosis in Buenos 

Aires and Philadelphia. 

Robert p. wolensky is professor of sociology and co-director of the Center for the 

Small City at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point; as well as adjunct professor 
of sociology and history at King's College. He has authored or co-authored books on 

the Tropical Storm Agnes disaster of 1972, The Knox Mine Disaster of 1959, and the 

International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union?all focusing on northeastern 

Pennsylvania history. His teaching has focused on community structure, environ 

ment, and culture. 
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JOIN NOW! 
The Pennsylvania Historical Association 

108 Weaver Building Penn State University 

University Park, PA 16802-5500 
Publishers of Pennsylvania History, a quarterly, and the Pennsylvania History Studies Series 

The Pennsylvania Historical Association, in cooperation with local and 

regional historical societies and agencies, seeks to advance the study of 

Pennsylvania's heritage. It is the only statewide historical society now active 
in the Commonwealth. By its publication of the quarterly journal 

Pennsylvania History, a series of pamphlets known as the Pennsylvania History 
Studies, and its annual meetings held successively in different parts of the 

state, the association stimulates scholarly activity and arouses popular inter 

est in the state's history. 

The association's invitation is a broad one. It appeals to all those in 

Pennsylvania who are interested in history, regardless of whether history is for 
them an avocation or a vocation. It invites to membership educators at all 

levels, authors and editors of historical studies, administrators for the study 
of history, archivists, historic site supervisors, historic preservationists, and 

those in other professions that promote the study of history. The association 
welcomes both traditional and non-traditional practitioners and students of 

history. Please join today! 

Membership in the Pennsylvania Historical Association 

and subscription to Pennsylvania History 

INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIPS 

Regular-! 30.00 Sustaining-$50.oo Contributory-! 100.00 

Lifetime-$500.oo Student-! 15.00 

INSTITUTIONAL 

Schools, Libraries, Historical Societies, etc.-$35.00 

Make checks payable to "The Pennsylvania Historical Association." 
Mail remittance to: Dr. John B. Frantz, Business Secretary 

The Pennsylvania Historical Association 

108 Weaver Building 
Penn State University 

University Park, PA 16802-5500 

Name_ 

Street_ 

City or 
Town_State_Zip_ 

Country_ 
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PA HISTDRY STUDY SERIES RDER FORM 

with 6% 

sales tax 

_New! Simon, Roger D., Philadelphia: A Brief History.$11.95 ($12.67) 

_Comfort, William W, The Quakers: A Brief Account of their Influence in Pa.$5-95 ($6.30) 
_Brown, Ira V., Pennsylvania Reformers.$5-95 ($6.30) 
_Richman, Irwin, Pennsylvania's Decorative Arts.$6.95 ($7-35) 
_Richman, Irwin, Pennsylvania Painters.$6.95 ($7-35) 
_Crist, Robert G., ed., Pennsylvania Kingmakers.$5-95 ($6.30) 
_Coleman, John M., et al., eds., Pennsylvania's Early Religious Leaders.$5-95 ($6.30) 
_Crist, Robert G., ed., Pennsylvania and the Federal Constitution.$5-95 ($6.30) 
_Crist, Robert G., ed., Pennsylvania and the Bill of Rights.$5-95 ($6.30) 

_Eggert, Gerald G., The Iron Industry in Pennsylvania.$7-95 ($8.40) 
_Richman, Irwin, Pennsylvania Architecture (revised edition).$8.95 ($9.50) 

ETHNIC SERIES 

_Smylie, James H., Italian Presence in Pennsylvania.$4-95 ($5-25) 
_Grifo, Richard D. and Nolo, Anthony F. Italian Presence in Pennsylvania.$4-95 ($5.25) 
_Glatfelter, Charles H., The Pennsylvania Germans (revised edition).$6.95 ($7-35) 
_Lapsansky, Emma, The Black Presence in Pennsylvania: "Making it Home" 

(second edition).$5-95 ($6.30) 
_Clark, Dennis, Irish in Pennsylvania.$4.95 ($5.25) 
_Magda, Matthew, Polish Presence in Pennsylvania.$4.95 ($5.25) 
_Ashton, Dianne, Jewish Life in Pennsylvania.$5-95 ($6.30) 

_Smylie, James H., Scotch-Irish Presence in Pennsylvania.$4.95 ($5.25) 

THER PUBLICATIONS 

_Canny, Nicholas, et al., Empire, Society, and Labor: Essays in Honor of 
Richard Dunn.$15.00 ($15.90) 

_Recent back issues of Pennsylvania History.$6.50 ($6.90) 
_Supplementary issues of Explorations in Early American Culture.$15.00 ($15.90) 

Pennsylvania residents include 6% sales tax or tax exemption 
#:_. 

Discounts for quantity purchases (may be single title or mixed): 

10-49 copies 25% discount 

Make checks payable to: The Pennsylvania Historical Association 

Mail remittance to: Dr. John B. Frantz, Business Secretary, The Pennsylvania Historical Association, 
108 Weaver Building, Penn State University, University Park, PA 16802-5500 

Questions? Contact John Frantz, jbf2@psu.edu, (814) 238-4053 
If ordering by mail, please include your payable to Pennsylvania Historical Association check and the 

following information: 

Name_ 

Address_ 

City_State_Zip_ 
Country_ 
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"Chief Bender's extraordinary life took 

him from White Earth to the Hall of 
Fame. That much we knew. Now 

comes Bill Kashatus to tell us the 

rest. This extraordinary book puts 

us alongside Bender on his troubled 

and triumphant journey through 

America's shameful treatment of its 

native people/' 

?Dave Kindred, Sporting News 

MONEY PITCHER 
CHIEF BENDER ANDTHETRAGEDY OF 
INDIAN ASSIMILATION 

William C. Kashatus 

"I thoroughly enjoyed Money Pitcher. Kashatus 

tells Bender's story through lively, accessible 

writing. He refuses to get bogged down in sta 

tistics, but at the same time gives baseball fans 

all the sports trivia they'll want. And by exploring 
not just the height of Bender's fame, but also 

his early years and post-majors career, Kashatus 

draws out some very important?and counterin 

tuitive?conclusions." 

?Philip Deloria, University of Michigan 

"In many ways, American Indian players were the 

first pioneers to integrate major league baseball. 

And of these integrators, Charles Albert Bender 

was among the first and certainly the greatest, a 

cornerstone of the Philadelphia Athletics' cham 

pionship teams. Money Pitcher, Bill Kashatus's 

well-written and well-researched biography, tells 

Bender's story at length, from his early days on 

the White Earth Reservation, to his glory days 
as a World Series hero, to his last days as a 

Philadelphia pitching coach. This is a great life 

story, sensitively told by Kashatus." 

?Jeff Powers-Beck, author of 

The American Indian Integration of Baseball 

Charles Albert Bender was one of baseball's 

most talented pitchers. By the end of his major 

league career in 1925, he had accrued 212 wins 

and more than 1,700 strikeouts, and in 1953, he 

became the first American Indian elected to 

baseball's Hall of Fame. But as a high-profile 

Chippewa Indian in a bigoted society, Bender 

knew firsthand the trauma of racism. In Money 

Pitcher, William C. Kashatus offers the first biog 

raphy of this compelling and complex figure. 
216 pages 138 illustrations | $29.95 cloth 
A Keystone Book 

oenn state cue:;:; 
820 N. University Drive, USB 1, Suite C | University Park, PA 16802 | www.psupress.org 

AVAILABLE IN BOOKSTORES, OR ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-326-9180 
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"Elections in Pennsylvania fills an 

important void in the literature on 

the political history of the state. In 

this single volume a reader can find 

a veritable treasure trove of statis 

tical information on nearly every 

statewide elected office from 1900 

to 2004. Tread way 's analysis of the 

data reveals important heretofore 

undiscovered trends in the behavior 

of Pennsylvania's voters, and he offers 

thoughtful and incisive explanations 

of his findings. This is a significant 

work that deserves to be read by 

scholars, practitioners, and citizens of 

the Keystone State." 

?Thomas J. Baldino, 
Wilkes University 

ELECTIONS IN PENNSYLVANIA 
A CENTURY OF PARTISAN CONFLICT IN THE 
KEYSTONE STATE 

Jack Tread way 

"There was?until now?no comprehensive histo 

ry of Pennsylvania politics covering party develop 

ment, party competition, election results, and vot 

ing attitudes in the twentieth century. Treadway 
remedies this deficiency with a well-researched, 

clearly written volume that will appeal to a gen 
eral audience interested in Pennsylvania politics 
as well as to specialists who seek a one-stop 

place for data and information not conveniently 
found elsewhere. Not only does the author pull 

together material not readily available, but he 

also assesses it in a way that makes a significant 
contribution to Pennsylvania political history." 

?6. Terry Madonna, 

Franklin and Marshall College 

The most comprehensive state election study ever 

undertaken, Elections in Pennsylvania provides 
data and analysis for more than 13,000 general 
elections and more than 6,000 primary elections 

held in the state between 1900 and 1998, with a 

postscript examining in less detail the elections 

of 2000 and 2002. Included are all elections for 

president, governor, U.S. senators and represen 

tatives, statewide offices, and members of the 

General Assembly. The extensive period of time 

covered allows the author to provide an important 
historical perspective on electoral trends, distin 

guishing what are genuinely new developments in 

electoral dynamics and voting behavior in recent 

decades from what are continuations of patterns 
earlier in the century. 
320 pages 125 maps | $55.00 cloth 

Denn state Dress 
820 N. University Drive, USB 1, Suite C | University Park, PA 16802 | www.psupress.org 

AVAILABLE IN BOOKSTORES, OR ORDERTOLL FREE 1-800-326-9180 
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Pennsylvania German Broadside 

WRITING THE AMISH 
THE WORLDS OF JOHN A. HOSTETLER 

Edited by David L. Weaver-Zercher 

Co-published with Pennsylvania German Society 

"John Hostetler's quiet influence has reached 

every aspect of Amish studies. He knows more 

about the Amish than anyone else, for he com 

bines the experience of being raised Amish, of 

having Amish siblings, with academic studies on 

most aspects of Amish culture_But his contri 

butions have gone much farther than academia. 

By influencing the dominant culture, he has con 

tributed to the growth and survival of the culture 

he chose to leave." ?Gertrude E. Huntington 

Writing the Amish both recounts and assesses 

Hostetler's Amish-related work. The first half of the 

book consists of four reflective essays?by Donald 

Kraybill, Simon Bronner, David Weaver-Zercher, 

and Hostetler himself?in which Hostetler is the 

primary subject. The second half reprints in chrono 

logical order fourteen key writings by Hostetler with 

commentaries and annotations by Weaver-Zercher. 

376 pages 134 illustrations | $34.95 cloth 

Pennsylvania German History and Culture Series 

THE PENNSYLVANIA GERMAN 
BROADSIDE 
A HISTORY AND GUIDE 

Don Yoder 

Co-published with the Library Company of 

Philadelphia and the Pennsylvania German Society 

"Don Yoder delves deep into the history of this elabo 

rate form of printing, providing German terminology 

along with more than 200 elaborate illustrations 

and photographs. This beautifully designed hard 

cover book would be an attractive addition to any 

history buff's coffee table." ?Pittsburgh Magazine 

Fifteenth-century Germany was the birthplace of 

movable type and of one of its powerful conse 

quences, the broadside. These mass-produced 

printed sheets allowed both the Renaissance 

and the Reformation to spread with speed, and 

when German immigrants made their way to 

North America, the broadside followed. The 

Pennsylvania German Broadside examines the his 

tory and legacy of these printed sheets within the 

Pennsylvania German community. 
408 pages 123 color/211 b&w illustrations | $49.95 cloth 

Pennsylvania German History and Culture Series 

820 N. University Drive, USB 1, Suite C | University Park, PA 16802 | www.psupress.org 
AVAILABLE IN BOOKSTORES, OR ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-326-9180 
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